
How can Dedicated Ethernet 
connectivity help your business?

Choosing the right solution for your business
Today’s successful businesses bring people and places closer together. To do this, you need 

an easier way to manage voice, video, data and business-critical application traffic efficiently 

between locations. So, choosing the right connectivity solution is vitally important.

Hello Ethernet
Global business trends are driving the need for a 
high-speed, high-performance network that connects 
global enterprises securely and cost-effectively.

Dedicated Ethernet connections help businesses respond to these trends.

Lower cost
Cost-effective 

solution if bandwidth 
requirements 
exceed 1Gbps.

High reliability
Monthly SLAs provide 

up to 99.995% 
availability.

Future-proof
Move to the cloud, 

be ready for new 
technology like 5G and 
IoT, and take advantage 

of greater efficiency, 
scalability and agility. 

Predictable 
performance

Deterministic routing 
provides guaranteed 
delivery and control 

of your data.

Security
Highly secure service 

that supports data 
governance and 

compliance.

Super-high 
bandwidth 

Choice and flexibility 
for your business from 

100Mbps to 100Gbps and 
beyond, including granular 

bandwidth options. 

Why evolve to a hybrid network?

Do you have hundreds or thousands of sites with varied application performance needs?

Ethernet access is a key part of the hybrid WAN connectivity that today’s businesses 
need, delivered in combination with SD-WAN, MPLS IP-VPN, and Cloud Connect 
solutions. Create a hybrid solution that takes advantage of the benefits that different 
technologies offer – many connections for different uses. 

Dedicated 
Ethernet

Optical
Point-to-point deterministic connectivity on optical technology 

available at 1Gbps, 10Gbps and 100Gbps.

E-Line
Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint (hub and spoke) connectivity on 

packet-optical technology from 10Mbps to 10Gbps – offering determinism 
and more control over latency characteristics than the switched offer. 

Switched 
Ethernet

EWL
(E-Line)

Point-to-point connectivity using MPLS 
transport from 1Mbps to 1Gbps.

EVPN
(E-LAN)

Any-to-any connectivity using MPLS 
transport from 1Mbps to 1Gbps.

So, why choose Dedicated Ethernet?
The more sites and the wider variety of application performance 
requirements you have, then the more likely that Dedicated Ethernet 
connections will be right for elements of your connectivity strategy.

Your locations 
connected seamlessly 

Our Dedicated 
Ethernet

Carrier-grade 
connectivity 

Consistent global 
operating model

SDN and on-demand 
capability

Extensive global 
network reach

Let’s talk
Vodafone Business can offer you the most extensive 
global network with connectivity in over 180 countries.

Get in touch to discover the hybrid solution that’s 
right for you and future-proof your network operations.

Trend 1 
Customer centricity

People expect seamless 
connectivity 24/7, anywhere 

and on any device.

Trend 2 
Ever-growing demand

Rising mobile and data traffic 
is challenging current 

network architecture and 
business models.

Trend 3 
Agile networking

Networking must work globally, 
regionally, locally, remotely 

and with all fixed and 
wireless connections. 

Trend 4 
The power of data

Businesses need greater visibility 
and control of global data transfer, 

providing granular insights into 
network performance. 

http://www.vodafone.com/business/Dedicated-Ethernet

